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Senate Resolution 9

By: Senator James of the 35th 

A RESOLUTION

Recognizing and commending Pastor Alexander Ikomoni and Pastor Angela Ikomoni on1

their 30th wedding anniversary and vow renewal; and for other purposes.2

WHEREAS, in the 30 years since they first met in the Bronx, New York, Pastors Alexander3

and Angela Ikomoni have deepened their trust in God and persevered together through many4

hardships; and5

WHEREAS, the proud parents of three wonderful children, Natassia, Alexandria, and AJ,6

the two currently serve as co-pastors at the White Dove Church of God in Stockbridge,7

Georgia; and8

WHEREAS, Pastor Alexander and Pastor Angela are also the founders of Back to the Cross9

International, which includes a school of theology and a chaplaincy academy, as well as PDF10

LLC., which focuses on credit empowerment and investment; and11

WHEREAS, this distinguished couple has given inspiration to many through their high12

ideals, morals, and deep concern for their fellow citizens; and 13
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WHEREAS, Pastor Alexander and Pastor Angela possess the vast wisdom that only comes14

through experience and the strength of character that is achieved through overcoming the15

many challenges of life; and16

WHEREAS, they have witnessed a dramatic change in the world over the course of their17

lifetimes, and we salute their contribution to its progress by their own hard work and good18

citizenship; and19

WHEREAS, by the example Pastor Alexander and Pastor Angela have made of their lives,20

they make this world a better place in which to live, and it is only fitting and proper that they21

be appropriately recognized during this very special and memorable time.22

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE SENATE that the members of this body23

recognize and commend Pastor Alexander Ikomoni and Pastor Angela Ikomoni upon the24

grand occasion of their 30th wedding anniversary and extend their most sincere best wishes25

for continued health and happiness.26

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Secretary of the Senate is authorized and directed27

to make appropriate copies of this resolution available for distribution to Pastor Alexander28

Ikomoni and Pastor Angela Ikomoni.29


